On-Campus Recruiting
Employer’s Feedback Form

We express our heartfelt thanks for scheduling On-Campus Recruitment at Maharaja Agrasen School of Management, Maharaja Agrasen University. May we hope that your efforts have been successful and that your experience with our students has been positive.

Please spare a few minutes. In this context, we request you to answer the following questions. This information provided herein will provide valuable feedback for our students and faculty to serve your needs in a better and professional way. Please encircle the alphabets that best describe your considered opinion:

E=Excellent, AA=Above Average, A=Average, BA=Below Average, NS=Unsatisfactory

Faculty was friendly, helpful and knowledgeable

Infrastructure at the Interviewing Room was comfortable

Reporting of students on schedule

Students’ competence met my expectations

Students’ resumes were professional

Students’ communication skills were up to mark

Students awareness about the company profile and Job requirement

Students asked relevant questions

Students were professionally dressed

Students Etiquette

Students were able to respond to questions confidently

Overall preparedness of the students

Any suggestions for improvement

Name: ____________________________ Designation ____________________________

Organisation ____________________________ Date __________________ Sign __________